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Abstract

Training programmes for nuclear facility personnel as a result of the developing phase of
SAT have to be approved in the subsequent implementation and evaluation phases with the
consequence of several feedback activities in the whole training process. The effectiveness of
this procedure has to be evaluated especially with respect to an improvement of safety culture,
shorter outage times or better plant performance, resulting in a smaller number of incidents
due to human failures. The first two arguments are directly connected with all types of
maintenance work in a nuclear power plant and the related preparatory training measures. The
reduction of incidents due to human failures is the result of different influences, i.e. training of
the operational as well as of the maintenance personnel together with changes of the operating
procedures or system design. Though an evaluation of the training process should always be
based on a clear definition of criteria by which the fulfilment of the learning objectives can be
measured directly, the real effectiveness of training is proven by the behaviour and attitude of
the personnel which can only be taken from indirect indicators. This is discussed in more detail
for some examples being partly related to the above mentioned arguments. An excellent plant
performance, representing a general objective of all activities, can be analysed by the changed
number and reasons of incidents in a plant during its operation time. Two further examples are
taken from the reactor service field where there is a tendency to reduce the individual dose
rates by changed devices and/or procedures as an output from training experience with mock-
ups. Finally the rationalisation of refresher training for operational personnel by the use of
interactive teaching programs (Computer Based Train ing - CBT) is presented which integrate
learning objectives together with a test module.

1. INTRODUCTION

The SAT process is not complete without the evaluation phase. The purpose of the
evaluation phase of SAT is to determine the effectiveness, efficiency and impact of training
programmes and to identify whether and where revisions or improvements are needed [1].

Inputs for the evaluation phase can be taken from criteria being directly or indirectly
connected to the related training measure. Examples for direct inputs are
- procedures for the evaluation phase including evaluation objectives and criteria.
Examples for indirect inputs are :
- plant operating experience data and performance indicators,
- inputs from supervisors and job incumbents,
- plant modification data,
- plant procedure changes.

Outputs from the evaluation phase can result in changes of the training programmes or
the plant design itself. Changes of the training programmes can effect all individual phases of
the SAT procedure. Changes of the plant design can effect the design of individual
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components but also e.g. applied inspection and maintenance procedures relevant to prior
training activities.

The subsequent presentation concentrates on examples from the operation and
maintenance field taking into account direct as well as indirect indicators for successful
performance based on the feedback mechanism after a thorough evaluation.

2. ANALYSIS OF INCIDENTS IN GERMAN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

It is world-wide agreed that the analysis of incidents in nuclear power plants (NPP) with
the resulting changes is an important contribution to the conservation and development of the
overall NPP safety. Therefore already in 1975 a procedure with uniform reporting criteria was
agreed between the German federal government and the licensing authorities. The reported
events and findings of German NPPs represent the basis for the evaluation of operating
experience.

Since more than 20 years the German society GRS is evaluating this operating
experience on behalf of the federal government. Main emphasis is laid on the applicability to
other German plants and safety related problems of more general nature. Safety-significant
events with important lessons to be learned are also reported to the international Incident
Reporting System (IRS). The review of these analysing activities tries to draw some logical
conclusions from the findings [2]. Important questions are asked with respect to
- an increase of the safety due the lessons learned from the events,
- statistical trends in the analysis dates,
- repeated events.
Though examples are available for the different levels of the German safety concept a suitable
global indicator for an undisturbed operation is the reactor scram rate.

hi order to get a reasonable comparison all events with automatic or manual initiated
scram can be discussed as number of scrams per year and plant. Within international
comparison the scram rate during the last 20 years shows a favourable development despite
the statistical fluctuations. The corresponding rate decreased from about 1.4 scrams at begin
of the observation period to about 0.4 in 1996. This reduction can be explained by the effort of
the plant owners to improve all influences based on the operating experience. The continuous
improvements comprised changes of the control systems, limitations and technical measures in
order to avoid faults during operation and maintenance.

Further details can be taken from a structuring with respect to the different causes,
mainly external/internal hazards, human failures, latent failures (only detected after switching
actions) and spontaneous component failures. The contribution of external/internal hazards
was of minor importance, whereas the scram rate due to human failures and spontaneous
component failures could be reduced significantly. Fig.l shows the related development for
human failures. This emphasizes the efficiency of improvements. Part of it can be contributed
to the improvement of plant components and operational procedures. Part of it can also be
contributed to changes of the training measures. Revisions of the guidelines for initial and
refresher training regulating the necessary training measures as well as the availability of a
larger number of suitable simulators reflects the successful feedback mechanism based on the
event analysis.

Though the statistics do not directly confirm that tiaining programmes are either
adequate or inadequate the NPP should make every effort to analyse events in order to identify
causes based on human factors. Even if these causes cannot be eliminated by suitable training
courses, there is another possibility to change the connected operating procedure or install a
higher degree of automatic.
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3. IMPROVEMENTS IN THE REACTOR SERVICE FIELD

The role of operating personnel has meanwhile been emphasized by every country with a
nuclear programme leading to corresponding training programmes and resources. Despite the
fact that the competence of maintenance personnel is essential for reducing the number of
events connected with equipment failures, maintenance training has received much less
attention to date in some countries. Today there is a general agreement that training for
maintenance personnel must be improved, also by the use of SAT in order to develop or
improve these programmes. Nevertheless it has to be taken into account that the frame
conditions depend on the specific situation of the considered country. The subsequent
examples are based on the experience in Germany and have to be adapted to other countries
taking into account e.g. different training systems or different economical situations. In
Germany the first SAT phases have been used already long ago (without calling it SAT!), so
that nowadays mainly feedback processes are necessary.

The first example is related to the eddy current (EC) inspection of the steam generator
(SG) tubing. These inspections have to be seen in the field of preventive maintenance
increasing the availability of the plant and preventing an unplanned outage. Critical part of this
activity is the risk of high dose rates hi the primary water chamber of the SG. Already years
ago this fact led to an intensive training with mock-ups in order to reduce the time for
installing the detector manipulators and thus reducing the personnel exposure. The experience
from this training revealed a further potential for increasing the efficiency by changing the
design and also the installation procedure. Fig. 2 shows some details of the applied measures
by which the productivity was increased by more than 100 % compared to the previous
numbers. The plant owner thus benefits from the much shorter inspection time representing
mainly a commercial arguments. A second safety-related effect is the much less accumulated
radiation dose allowing the employment of highly experienced personnel for a longer period at
different plants.

A second example is the regular inspection of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) by
ultrasonic testing (UT). A characteristic indicator for this activity is the vessel occupation time
(VOT) representing the time, when the manipulator is over the RPV. Reduction of this time
means that other activities e.g. refuelling can be done earlier thus reducing the total outage
time. Again commercial arguments are the driving component for changed procedures. Fig. 3
shows the development of the VOT during the last 10 years for several German nuclear power
plants. Again the productivity is increased by more than 100 %. This effect is based on several
measures, explained in detail in Fig.4, which are the result of all experiences gained from
previous inspections but also the related training.

Both examples clearly prove how the feedback mechanism results hi a considerable
increase of the productivity hi the field of reactor service, which is directly connected with a
corresponding reduction of the radiation exposure. Evaluation of the related training measures
is mainly performed on the basis of safety-related (dose rate) and commercial arguments (time)
and less on the basis of learning objectives defined for the specific training programme. This
was possible by involving mainly experienced personnel in these inspections, only training the
use of new equipment. During initial training "newcomers" have to pass a specific training
programme with individual evaluation steps preparing them for their future work.
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4. COMPUTER BASED TRAINING (CBT)

A development of the last years is the use of interactive teaching programs (Computer
Based Training - CBT) to rationalise mainly the continuing training requirements in Germany.
Central topics of the CBT lessons are taken from the field of reactor physics. Other topics are
related to the operation of the refuelling machine and the radiation protection. CBT offers
more motivating, more vivid and practice oriented elements together with an individual
learning progress.

The typical structure of the developed CBT-lessons is shown in Fig. 5 together with
some details. Main parts of a lesson are the
- Index, with the structure of learning steps. From here a specific topic can be chosen

for fast information without working through step by step.
- General Information, with all chapters. Each, chapter is split into several learning

steps also containing related learning objectives. Special features of this part are interactive
dialogs allowing self-tests during working through the lesson, small simulations raising the
practical understanding of the trainee and a lot of pictures, diagrams and animations
motivating the elaboration of difficult contents. This part is the main source of information
which, is the basis for an initial training by working through step by step.

- Exercises, with a pool of test questions. Out of this pool a selection of e.g. 25
question can be chosen by chance allowing an individual progress monitoring. Even during
the test jumps back to the general information are possible. Only after correct answering to
all selected questions a certificate is given. Especially the exercise part is useful for a
rationalization of the regular refresher training.

Additional parts of a lesson are
- Information boxes, which are integrated into the general information. These offer in-

depth information, if the trainee opens the corresponding box.
- Lexicon, containing additional information to related terms.
- Register, connecting a specific term with the corresponding learning step.
Especially these features allow the use of the CBT lessons similar to a technical dictionary.

Since four years several CBT-lessons from the field of reactor physics have been used in
six German PWRs mainly for the regular refresher training of the basic nuclear topics, but also
as rnformation source for newcomers and personnel of the technical departments. The
production of a radiation protection CBT was finished this year and will be used in ten
German NPP (PWR and BWR) for refresher training of the operation personnel as well as for
other personnel of the plant. The use of CBT for the mentioned topics is meanwhile accepted
by the licensing authorities, though the concept of integration into the overall refresher training
programme differs from plant to plant. Therefore no statistics about an increased effectiveness
or productivity due to application of CBT hi the involved NPPs are available.

Nevertheless the experience from other industrial fields give some ideas about the
potential of CBT supported training Fig.6 shows as example the comparison of CBT with
self-study based on a framing manual and with "normal" classroom training. The best test
results combined with the smallest amount of training lessons clearly favour the modern
training medium. Also the advantage of individual learning activities using free times for
studying has to be acknowledged. Nevertheless a cost'benefit analysis has to undertaken with
respect to possible CBT topics. Often the necessary effort to develop a CBT cannot be
compensated by a frequent use or the topics are subjected to larger changes hi relatively short
time intervals, thus requiring additional refinishing.
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5. CONCLUSION

The presented examples taken from different fields of NPP activities prove lie large
potential for increasing the effectiveness of training based measures. Parts of the evaluation
were done by indirect indicators as failure statistics or registering the duration of regular
primary loop inspections. All of them have also to be regarded within the frame of increasing
the plant safety and performing an economical job. Thus a double benefit for the plant owner
is achieved. The CBT — based training is still lacking of a more reliable analysis with respect to
suitable topics and attained improvements of the operation performance.
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Fig. 1 Scram Rates in German Nuclear Power Plants Due to Human Failure
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EC Inspection of SG Tubing
Increase of Productivity in 1997 to 1996

Measures

• Inspection of 2 SG tubes simultaneously by introducing a twin pusher puller unit (per manipulator)

• No entering of water channel head for set-up of manipulator

• 25 % more scanning speed

• Less accumulated radiation dose by doing data collection and manipulator control from outside

Productivity in 1997

• 500 tubes (full length) per 10 hour shift

Productivity before

• 220 tubes (full length) per 10 hour shift

Benefit: Increase of Productivity by more than 100 %
(Experience from the KWU built NPP: KCB, KWO, KKS, KKI2, GKN2, KWB-A)

Fig. 2 Increase ofSG Inspection Productivity
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UT Inspection of RPV
Increase of Productivity in 1997 compared to 1993
Measures

• Increase of track index

• Only one scan per area (combined system for all scanning directions)

• Benefits of new SAPHIR UT system:

=> Enough channels for simultaneous inspection for all defect orientations

=> Very fast data processing in order to get the inspection results fast

• Reliable equipment (no downtime)

Productivity since 1997 Vessel Occupation Time (VOX) 3,8 d

Water level below nozzles after 2,3 d

Productivity before Vessel Occupation Time (VOT) 8,3 d

Benefit: Increase of Productivity by more than 100 %
(VOT = time when the manipulator is over the RPV)

Fig. 4 Increase of RPV Inspection Productivity
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Fig. 6 Comparison of CBT With Other Training Methods
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